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            The famous missing child case of Adam Walsh, a 6-year-old last seen at a Sears in a shopping mall in
Hollywood, Florida, in July 1981 was the worst nightmare imaginable. Two weeks later, a child's severed
head was found and identified as Adam. No one has ever been arrested for the crime.
            For the most part, the case's narration has been told by the victims, Adam's parents Reve and John
Walsh. However, there has been another voice, independent investigative journalist and author of five True
Crime books about Florida, Arthur Jay Harris, who has continued to write about it for two decades, and has
worked on it with ABC News, The Miami Herald, and others. The deeply-researched story he tells
disputes almost everything that everyone in the public has been led to believe.
            IN BOOK ONE, Harris shows that the taker of Adam was most likely not the drifter Ottis Toole, as
police now say, but rather the serial killer Jeffrey Dahmer, who was arrested ten years later with eleven
severed heads in his apartment. Harris documented him by a police report living near Hollywood as a
transient about when Adam disappeared. That report had him supposedly finding a dead body in an alley
behind where he worked. The report referred to a meter and storage room steps away where Harris and ABC
News found blood droplets rising up a wall next to a lumberman's axe and a sledgehammer. Was this
Dahmer's doing?
            Further, Dahmer was identified by seven police witnesses who said they saw him at the mall with or
near Adam when he was taken. One of those witnesses said he saw him throw Adam into a blue van and get
away. Where Dahmer worked there was a blue van, easily and often taken for personal use, without
permission. Early on, a blue getaway van was Hollywood's first, best clue.
            Also, a police composite drawing of a suspect in an attempted kidnapping of a similar-age child at a
Sears in the next county, two weeks before Adam's disappearance, closely matches a mug shot of Dahmer
taken a year later. The similarity was confirmed by the near-victim, a witness who helped make the drawing,
and a police artist Harris consulted. The photo comparison is in the book.
            IN BOOK TWO, more shocking, Harris shows that all the official files are incredibly missing the
most customary documents that would prove the identification of the found child who was said to be
Adam. Among the documents missing are the autopsy report, a forensic dental report (considering that the
ID was strictly based on a tooth comparison), and Adam's dental chart and dental X-rays. An investigation
by the Florida Department of Law Enforcement confirmed his finding.
            In fact, the ID was not only shoddy and inadequate but is overwhelmingly likely wrong. In
Adam's last photo he was clearly missing both his top front teeth. A police crime scene photo, never before
published, shows the found child had a mostly-in buck tooth -- a top left front tooth. Harris consulted a
number of pediatric and forensic dental and medical examiner experts who confirmed the obvious: there



wasn't enough time for Adam to have grown it in that far.
            All that would have been exposed at a court trial -- but more than 30 years after Adam's
disappearance, there has never been one.
            Yet another remarkable finding Harris made is that more than 20 years after the incident, the Walshes
consented to police forensic testing that presumed a doubt about the found child's real identity.
           Did police end the search for Adam too soon? Could Adam still be alive? In fact not so impossible,
Harris found...
            Now available on Amazon: a specially-priced Kindle Box Set of Books One and Two
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From reader reviews:

Roberta Petty:

Information is provisions for those to get better life, information currently can get by anyone at everywhere.
The information can be a understanding or any news even a concern. What people must be consider
whenever those information which is within the former life are difficult to be find than now is taking
seriously which one would work to believe or which one the resource are convinced. If you get the unstable
resource then you obtain it as your main information there will be huge disadvantage for you. All those
possibilities will not happen inside you if you take Jeffrey Dahmer's Dirty Secret: The Unsolved Murder of
Adam Walsh: BOOK TWO: FINDING THE VICTIM. The body identified as Adam Walsh is not him. Is
Adam still alive? (Harris True Crime Collection) as your daily resource information.

Annie Hendricks:

This book untitled Jeffrey Dahmer's Dirty Secret: The Unsolved Murder of Adam Walsh: BOOK TWO:
FINDING THE VICTIM. The body identified as Adam Walsh is not him. Is Adam still alive? (Harris True
Crime Collection) to be one of several books that best seller in this year, that's because when you read this
reserve you can get a lot of benefit into it. You will easily to buy this book in the book shop or you can order
it via online. The publisher of the book sells the e-book too. It makes you more readily to read this book,
since you can read this book in your Cell phone. So there is no reason to you to past this e-book from your
list.

Ismael Soliz:

Playing with family within a park, coming to see the marine world or hanging out with buddies is thing that
usually you will have done when you have spare time, subsequently why you don't try issue that really
opposite from that. One activity that make you not feeling tired but still relaxing, trilling like on roller
coaster you already been ride on and with addition details. Even you love Jeffrey Dahmer's Dirty Secret: The
Unsolved Murder of Adam Walsh: BOOK TWO: FINDING THE VICTIM. The body identified as Adam
Walsh is not him. Is Adam still alive? (Harris True Crime Collection), you may enjoy both. It is great
combination right, you still need to miss it? What kind of hang-out type is it? Oh occur its mind hangout
folks. What? Still don't get it, oh come on its identified as reading friends.

Rosa Reid:

As we know that book is significant thing to add our expertise for everything. By a book we can know
everything we wish. A book is a group of written, printed, illustrated or perhaps blank sheet. Every year
seemed to be exactly added. This publication Jeffrey Dahmer's Dirty Secret: The Unsolved Murder of Adam
Walsh: BOOK TWO: FINDING THE VICTIM. The body identified as Adam Walsh is not him. Is Adam
still alive? (Harris True Crime Collection) was filled concerning science. Spend your free time to add your



knowledge about your science competence. Some people has several feel when they reading a book. If you
know how big benefit from a book, you can really feel enjoy to read a e-book. In the modern era like
currently, many ways to get book which you wanted.
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